TEAM BUILDING OPTIONS
Jonginenge provides a service which fosters positive working
relationships through carefully planned group challenges requiring
team work, problem solving and communication. We facilitate
activities which teach your staff to become more efficient, effective
and achieve results while unwinding and having fun.
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BENEFITS OF A CORPORATE TEAM
BUILDING SESSION WITH US:
• Core skills of effective team work are practiced in context.
• Interpersonal barriers are overcome as colleagues interact and get to
appreciate one another's hidden talents.
• Individuals are challenged to step out of their comfort zone and discover what they
are capable of as part of an effective team.
• Collective problem solving develops communication skills and creativity.
• A shared positive experience is enjoyed by all.

VALUES BASED TEAM BUILDING
(INDOOR OR OUTDOOR)
Teams rotate through an initiative
problem solving circuit requiring
communication, shared problem
solving and team work. Planning and
reflection develops an effective group
dynamic and a shared positive
experience is enjoyed by all.

PROUDLY SOUTH AFRICAN
TRIBAL MELTING POT CHALLENGE
Team building challenges derived from the
different ethnic groups within South Africa, which
facilitate a bonding experience as well as open
the eyes of participants to the fun aspects of
various cultures within South Africa in order to
break down ethnic and racial divides and promote
a sense of unity and value of our diversity.

TRADITIONAL & WACKY SPORTS
Companies that have tried our Value Based
Team Building Games have had an absolute
blast and have returned looking for a similar
format, but with some fresh new activities, so
we developed the Traditional & Wacky Sports
option which suits a mixed range of age and
ability, keeping all actively engaged, with an
element of competition..

jonginenge@gmail.com

0833052590

www.jonginenge.co.za

GEOCACHE TREASURE HUNT
NAVIGATION CHALLENGE
Our Geocache and Treasure Hunt Collaborative team
challenge focus on the need for collaboration
between different teams in order to solve complex
challenges and achieve a mutual goal. We have a
beach and forest option and make use of GPS and
handheld compasses. Each find and success unlocks
a clue to the next challenge.

AMAZING RACE TEAM BUILDING
Team building concept based on the hit TV show,
“The Amazing Race”. Colleagues work in teams to
race around East London, visiting various points of
interest. Some roadblocks will require the whole
team to complete an initiative challenge, while
others will require only 1 team member to complete
an adventure activity before receiving the next clue.

A MINUTE TO WIN IT
These tasks challenge participants to perform
under pressure, often with hilarious
consequences. The concept has been adapted to a
team format in order to build relationships,
communication and build a culture of support for
one another while reinforcing concepts of trust
and areas of responsibility.

ADVENTURE TEAM BUILDING
Share in the excitement of learning a new
skill and have fun together. Facing one’s fear
of heights or water by abseiling and canoeing
can also be a tremendously empowering
experience resulting in personal growth for
the individual. Activities include canoeing,
climbing & abseiling, surf lesson, sand
boarding, hiking and snorkeling.

TEAM BUILDING OPTIONS

CORE SKILLS FOCUS PRESENTATION:
Communication
Team development model
Group Dynamics

Emotional intelligence
Leadership styles
Effective teams

TEAM PAINTING CHALLENGE
Our Team Painting Challenge requires
team members to work together in order
to paint an artwork. This can be a wall
mural, artwork on masonite board or
building (classroom, orphanage, church,
hospital, etc.)

NAHOON RIVER CRUISE
The tranquil Nahoon River provides an
awesome backdrop to your exclusive
sundowner cruise amidst an array of birdlife
and unsurpassed river views. The river cruise
can also be included as a great way to end
the day after participating in any of our team
building events mentioned above.

DRUMMING
Rhythm and music are a common thread in all
cultures. The drum is also one of the easiest
instruments to play and we will have your team
drumming rhythmically in no time at all. The
added fun of learning a skill together helps to
remove interpersonal barriers and build lasting
friendships.

MOVIE MAKER TEAM CHALLENGE
Colleagues work in teams to plan, write,
direct, act and film their own scenes. The
footage is then edited and teams all come
together to watch each teams short film on a
big screen, followed by an "Oscar Awards"
and dinner at a venue of your choice. This
option can be particularly effective in dealing
with difficult issues through role play.

